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                                                                                          TEST 3 

 
1- When the couple got divorced, they sold their joint-

flat......... £50,000 and divided the money ......... them. 
 

A) over/among B) for/between C) at/into 
D) about/with  E) under/from 
 

2-    The mother apologized ......... behalf of her son ......... 
the damage he had caused. 
 
A) for/from  B) with/of  
C) after/about             D) on/for   
E) to/through 
 

3-   When the hairdresser finished his job, Melinda burst 
........ tears ........ the sight of her new hairstyle. 

 
A) with/upon B) into/at   
C) in/for                    D) from/about  
E) out of/from 
 

4- While running ........ the river bank bare-foot, Sam cut 
his foot on a piece of glass that was concealed ....... 
the long grass. 
 
A) along/In B) through/of   
C) into/inside           D) across/with E) out of/by 
 

5- Ken's mother cuts his hair ........ a pair of scissors she 
bought specially ........ that purpose. 
 
A) o n/in  B) from/on   
C) with/for                   D) by/of  E) in/out of 
 

6-    Camels, which are extraordinary animals well adapted 
....... life in desert conditions, provide people ....... 
meat, milk, leather, wool and transport. 
 
A) in/for B) from/on   
C) out of/in               D) with/about E) to/with 
 

7-   In order to minimize the harmful effects ........ hearing 
loss ........ the development of a child's ability to 
learn, to communicate and to socialize, rehabilitation 
procedures should be started early in the life of the 
affected child. 

 
A) on/over B) into/for         
C) out of/from          D) of/upon  
E) with/during 
 

8- Rick never sleeps ........ the night ........ waking up 
once or twice. It's no wonder he feels tired in the 
morning with all of these interruptions. 

 
A) in/before  B) during/on   
C) for/from  D) with/for   
E) through/without 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9- Despite major research efforts ........ the past three 
decades, cancer is still a major cause ........ human 
suffering. 

 
A) for/for  B) in/by   
C) with/from                D) since/to  
E) during/of 

 
10- Celia's sister is well-known ........ her watercolour 

paintings ........ birds. 
 
A) for/of  B) as/for   
C) about/with              D) to/about  
E) out of/from 
 

11- Everybody is impressed ........ the consistently high 
standard of the service the hotel provides ....... its 
customers. 

 
A) a bout/to  B) by/with C) at/from                    
D) with/for  E) for/towards 
 

12- However hard I try to focus my attention ........ 
something else, I can't take my mind ........ the 
problem at work. 

 
A) for/on  B) by/from C) on/off  
D) to/about  E) In to/for 
 

13- According to a study of the Chinese population 
........ in 1987, the country had approximately twenty 
million people suffering from hearing problems. 

 
A) brought up B) carried out  
C) taken off              D) settled down  
E) taken over 

 
14- Competition in the travel business is intense, and 

many localities depend heavily ....... tourism ....... 
income. 

 
A) at/on  B) to/with C) into/by 
D) in/from  E) on/for 
 

15- I'm really getting tired ......... listening to my 
brother talk ........ football all the time. 

 
A) from/of  B) after/to  
C) of/about  D) in/during   
E) out of/with 
 

16- My brother hates watching football ......... me, 
because I always talk ......... the match and distract 
him. 

 
A) to/about  B) after/of  
C) with/during D) by/through   
E) beside/with 
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17- Though they are so different........ one another, a large  
number of languages spoken from Britain to the 
Indian subcontinent are classified ........ Indo-European 
languages. 
 
A) from /as B) with/from C) for/with                 
D) to/for E) than/by 
 

18- She never forgets to set her alarm clock ........ seven 
o'clock ........ the morning. 

 
A) at/at  B) around/through    C) to/from 
D) for/In  E) with/during 

 
19- They planned to leave the house shortly ......... 

daybreak so that they would reach their destination 
......... early evening. 

 
A) at/In  B) before/by C) in/with                  
D) on/at  E) by/until 
 

20- I would like Simon to have the doctor look ........ his 
knee, but he insists that it will heal........ its own. 

 
A) at/on  B) for/by, C) after/for 
D) out/in  E) to/with 
 

21- Because walking is slow when compared ....... flying 
and swimming, few terrestrial animals migrate 
according....... seasons. 
 
A) to/in B) on/into C) With/to                  
D) from/about E) for/with 

 
22- I left home ........ such a hurry that I forgot to take 

the presents ........ me.  
 
A) for/about  B) along/for C) with/from 

   D) out of/beside             E) in/with 
 
 
 

23- The Hundred Years' War ........ France and England 
lasted, with some  interruptions, ........ the reigns of five 
English and five French kings. 

 
A) for/by  B) throughout/to   
C) with/on  D) between/through   
E) among/above 

 
24- Instead of including this subject in today's agenda, 

I suggest that we discuss it ......... in another 
meeting as it is apparently a matter of great 
significance. 

 
A) in sight  B) out of order   
C) at length  D) by far   
E) without warning 
 

25- Maurice speaks English fluently, but with a strong 
accent, which he ......... from his teacher. 

 
A) brought out B) picked up   
C) took after  D) came across  E) ran into 
 
 

26- Arnold was fired ........ his job ......... bad time-
keeping. 

 
A) by/after  B) out of/by C) at/with 
D) from/for  E) into/through 
 

27- ...... the diet she has started this week, the number 
of calories she  can consume in one day is limited 
....... 15OO. 

 
A) F rom/with  B) Out of/in  
C) With/for                   D) On/to  E) Into/at 
 

28- We promise that your order will be delivered ........ 
further delay. 

 
A) onto  B) without C) at                             
D) about  E) from 
 

29- The fire has spread ...... the hills and houses there 
are also ...... risk. 

 
A) with/in  B) from/on C) to/at 
D) through/to   E) out of/with 
 

30- The vet operated ....... the little kitten ........ great 
care. 

 
A) in/through  B) with/for 
C) to/by   D) from/out of  
E) on/with 

 
31- His friends played a trick ......... Patrick and pushed 

him ......... the swimming-pool, fully clothed. 
 
A) from/out of B) with/at C) to/for 
D) on/into   E) for/with 
 

32- When Greg was given the Mock, he thought the 
matter ........ carefully and decided to fight........ his 
rights. 

 
A) o f/by  B) over/for  
C) about/with             D) into/out  
E) with/against 
 

33- Larry is extremely dependent........ his mother, and he 
does virtually nothing ........ her advice. 

 
A) for/against B) from/at  
C) from/on  D) by/out of   
E) on/without 
 

34-   In many places smoke from factories and cars 
combines ........ naturally occurring fog, and the 
combination ....... two is called smog. 

 
A) with/of  B) for/between C) like/for 
D) to/from   E) on/among 
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35-I was ........ the impression that they two had already 
met, so I didn't bother to introduce them ....... each 
other. 

 
A) with/for B) by/towards  
C) about/with           D) under/to E) in/from 
 

36- Whenever you are short ........ money, you can always 
borrow some ........ me. 

 
A) of/from B) with/of C) for/like                 
D) In/for E) about/with 
 

37- The room I was shown into was so dark that it took me 
some time before I could make ....... who was 

 
A) up/by B) with/around  
C) out/inside            D) from/with E) of/into 
 

38- ....... weekdays, which are usually very quiet, 
weekends are very busy days at the shopping centre. 

 
A) Without  B) Around  
C) Throughout D) Unlike   
E) Against 
 

39- Though oranges look quite ....... grapefruit, their 
tastes are completely different. 
 
A) a s  B) like  C) from                          
D) over  E) along 
 

40- Many people are excited ........ the new millennium 
and have already made their plans ........ December 
31st, 1999. 
 
A) about/for B) over/at C) by/on                    
D) from/in E) for/until 
 

41- Pedro is ......... Mexico and doesn't speak good 
English ......... living in the US for the last five 
years. 
 
A) from/in spite of  B) around/for 
C) through/by  D) by/due to 
E) in/on account of 
 

42- Those who don't........ you in times of trouble cannot 
be counted as real Mends. 

 
A) take in   B) stand by  
C) break into   D) turn up 
  
E) show off 
 

43-  Apparently, almost all adolescents ........ a phase 
during which they experience conflicts with their 
parents. 

 
A) take over   B) run out of  
C) go through                D) put forward  
E) put on 
 
 
 
 

44- When Tony got........ prison, he tried to forget........ 
his past and lead an honest life. 
 
A) into/for  B) around/in  
C) to/with  D) out of/about   
E) from/over 
 

45- Most plastic is made ....... petroleum though there are 
other ways ....... making it. 

 
A) by/out of  B) from/of  
C) for/from  D) with/by  
E) in/after 
 

46- This child has little interest........ languages, so 
memorizing irregular verbs is a real grind ....... him. 

 
A) in/for  B) on/to   
C) with/about              D) to/upon E) for/by 

 
47- When the two gangs started fighting, everyone 

involved was .......... of alcohol and didn't really know 
what they were doing. 

 
A) out of practice  B) at any rate 
C) on the increase  D) for a change 
E) under the influence 
 

48- No one was expecting an attack that day, but .......... 
enemy troops appeared from nowhere, and their 
victory was quick and complete. 
 
A) by accident     B) for instance 
C) all of a sudden    D) under the impression   
E) for the time being 
 

49- We found out quite .......... as we were chatting 
casually, that our husbands had attended the same 
university. 
 
A) by chance  B) in advance  
C) on the way              D) out of season  
E) in common 
 

50- Though they may be less happy, animals generally 
live longer ........ than in the wild because they don't 
have to worry about struggling for survival on a daily 
basis. 

 
A) on their own B) in captivity  
C) out of reach          D) at length  
E) in danger 
 

51- If you don't know the meaning of a word, you should 
....... it ....... in your dictionary. 

 
A) cross/out B) put/off  
C) look/up                D) put/aside E) get/on 
 

52- Katrina is very good ....... gymnastics and likes to 
show ....... this ability of hers by doing difficult 
moves whenever she gets a chance. 
 
A) for/through B) on/with  
C) over/from             D) at/off  E) in/up 
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53- After fifteen years in prison, Charles was finally ........ 
when he had finished serving his sentence. 

 
A) let out  B) passed away   
C) taken off                 D) handed in   
E) taken in 
 

54- The noise from that cassette player is getting ........ my 
nerves! Can't you turn it ........ a little please? 

 
A) with/back  B) to/on    
C) about/off                D) around/up   
E) on/down 
 
 

55- When Paula came home late, she tried to ........ a story 
about falling asleep at the library; however, her father 
had seen her car parked outside the disco. 

 
A) lay down B) pass out   
C) carry out               D) try on  
E) make up 
 

56- John has to get ...... early tomorrow since his plane 
takes ...... at 7.0O and the airport is quite far from his 
home. 
 
A) on/out B) into/up   
C) up/off                   D) out/on E) along/in 
 

57-  Bull doesn't......... his flatmates, so, in order to reduce 
problems, he tries to avoid being at home when he 
knows they're there. 

 
A) go in for  B) get on with   
C) take after                 D) get over   
E) look back with 
 

58- My son ....... his coat....... as soon as he gets on the 
school bus even when it is extremely cold. 

 
A) calls/off  B) tries/on   
C) takes/off                 D) puts/away   
E) puts/on 
 

59- Mike didn't really want to go out with his co-workers, 
and he managed to ....... it by saying that his parents 
were coming over for dinner. 

 
A) come down with  B) come up with 
C) keep up with  D) make up for  
E) get out of 
 

60- These trousers are a little too big for me. so I'd like to 
have them ........ five centimetres at the waist. 

 
A) held on  B) taken in C) called off                  
D) turned up  E) carried out 
 

61- Air pollution in most of the big cities results ....... 
large-scale use ........ heating fuels. 

 
A) in/from B) about/with C) out of/for              
D) from/of E) with/in 
 
 

62- In 1984, in Bhopal, India, a pesticide manufacturing 
plant released a toxic gas ........ the air, and ....... a 
few hours it caused the deaths of more than 2.000 
people. 

 
A) In to/within  B) for/about  
C) towards/on             D) from/upon  
E) through/for 
 

63- The thermal radiation generated by a nuclear 
explosion travels ....... the speed of light and can 
ignite all combustible materials for miles ...... . 

 
A) at/around  B) with/into  
C) Above/with             D) in/along  
E) for/through 
 

64-  Large public aquariums are difficult to maintain 
because, besides the fish, they must take ........ 
account the requirements ........ many different 
aquatic animals. 

 
A) with/for  B) into/of  
C) along/in                  D) on/with  
E) to/about 
 

65- Folk medicine, which flourished long before the 
development of the scientific medicine that most of 
the world relies ....... today, continues to develop 
....... modern scientific medicine even today. 

 
A) in/throughout B) with/among  
C) at/without  D) on/alongside   
E) until/for 

 
66- ........ the discovery of anesthetics in the late 19th  

century, surgery was performed only in extreme 
emergencies and often resulted ......... death from 
shock. 
 
A) Since/from  B) Until/ with  
C) By/about                 D) With/out of  
E) Before/in 
 

67- Chess and draughts are, ......... some ways, similar 
........ each other. 
 
A) for/as  B) in/to   
C) with/like                  D) from/with  
E) about/from 
 

68- The author wrote several books ......... the 
preservation of wildlife, the running ...... national 
parks and many other subjects alike. 
 
A) on/of  B) about/with  
C) with/into                D) into/for  
E) in/out of 
 

69- ......... I approve of the contract, but I would like 
to make slight changes in a few terms. 

 
A) All at once B) On average  
C) At first sight         D) On the whole  
E) Without warning 
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70- When the old school friends came together years 
later, some of them had to introduce themselves 
because, ........ the years, they had changed ........ 
recognition. 

 
A) with/for B) about/from   
C) in/without D) since/out of  
E) over/beyond 

 
71- I'm afraid we'll have to throw these apples ....... as 

they've all gone ....... . 
 
A) out/up  B) along/with           
C) over/through          D) off/down   
E) away/off 
 

72- When Sam lost his key, he was forced to ........ his own 
house through the kitchen window. 

 
A) bring down B) break into   
C) join in                    D) pull down   
E) take up 

73- At first, there didn't seem to be many people around 
the stadium, but once the gates had opened, they 
soon began to ......... . 

 
A) join in B) bump into  
C) look out                  D) flood in  
E) run away 
 

74- The elevator at the Eiffel Tower in Paris is transparent, 
so you can see all of Paris ......... your way ........ . 

 
A) on/up  B) to/above  
C) in/under                  D) for/along  
E) through/over 
 

75- There was a dog barking just ........ my window last 
night, which kept me awake all night. 

 
A) f rom  B) within   
C) outside  D) across   
E) against 
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